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Codex Vaticanus, dating back to the fourth century, is regarded as one of the most important

biblical manuscripts. With the exception of a few lacunae, it comprises the entire Old and New Testaments.

At right are the end of the Gospel of Luke and the beginning of the Gospel of John.
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4 Old Testament Textual Research

All reliable translations of the Old Testament (OT,
frequently called the Hebrew Bible - HB) into any
language used today must be based on the ancient
manuscripts that have survived to the present day.
The important task of determining the Hebrew (most
of the OT) and Aramaic (portions of Daniel, Ezra, and
a few other verses) text most faithful to the original
writings is a complex one because there is no docu-
ment that dates to its biblical author (the autograph),
but only carefully crafted, but not perfect, copies from
later periods. Much of the prophetic writings, for in-
stance, date from the 9th to the 6th centuries B.C., but
the very oldest fragments of copies in Hebrew and Ara-
maic that exist come from the 2nd century B.C.

It was in the 3rd century B.C. that the Hebrew Bible
was first translated into Greek; this so-called Septuagint
is the oldest and most important indirect witness from
that era for the wording of the Hebrew/Aramaic text.
Further ancient translations were later added, above
all the translation into the common (“Vulgata”) Latin,
the Syriac “Peshitta” and the Aramaic “Targum”.

The oldest direct witnesses for the text of the Hebrew
Bible are the manuscripts found in 1947 and there-
after in the Judean Desert that had been hidden in
caves near Qumran on the western edge of the Dead

Sea. These ancient manuscripts include the remains
of some 200 transcriptions of individual books of the
Bible from the period between 150 B.C. and A.D. 70.
Apart from one single transcription of the Book of
Isaiah preserved in its entirety, the biblical texts from
Qumran are mere fragments, on which in most cases
a very limited number of legible words, often only a
few characters, can be made out.

The oldest complete copy of the entire Hebrew Bible
as we know it today is the Codex Leningradensis from
the year 1008. Another ancient copy, the Aleppo Codex,
dating from almost a hundred years earlier (A.D.
930), is unfortunately no longer complete. The Codex
Leningradensis and the Aleppo Codex are two prime
examples of the so-called Masoretic Text (MT; see
below pp. 6-7).

Old Testament textual research sets out to identify
accidental errors in, as well as deliberate changes to,
the text of the Hebrew Bible that were made over the
course of time. It seekswherever possible to correct these
changes by first identifying variations in transmission
through a comparison of the existing manuscripts
against each other and against the ancient transla-
tions, and then reconstructing the original version by
means of rigorous scholarly criteria. (See the next

What Is Old Testament Textual Research?
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Codex Leningradensis. The illustration shows one of

the elaborately executed decorative pages at the end of

the manuscript. Quotations from Masoretic rules and

biblical texts are written in geometrical patterns. At the

center is a note by the scribe: “I, Samuel ben Jakob, wrote out

this codex and provided punctuation and Masorah ...”

Old Testament Textual Research 5

section for the procedure used in New Testament
textual research.) On the basis of manuscript evidence
alone the best attainable wording of the Hebrew Bible
is as it was around 200 B.C. Because of the incomplete
nature of the text witnesses available to us today, this
oldest attainable text form cannot, however, be re-
constructed to the same extent in all cases. In order
to present a uniform text in a printed edition of the
Hebrew Bible, the construction of a text form corrected
according to scholarly criteria (as in the case of the
New Testament) must thus be dispensed with. Rather,
it is expedient to print a copy of the “Masoretic Text”
and then to list where necessary the extant textual
variants in what is called the critical apparatus at the
foot of each page. Also in this location any scholarly
suggestions for improvement of the Masoretic Text
can be noted.

The Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS), the outcome
of the findings from more than 100 years of Old Testa-
ment textual research, follows this principle. The BHS
is in universal use today and is esteemed among
scholars from all Christian and Jewish backgrounds
as a highly reliable edition of the text of the Hebrew
Bible. It provides the basis both for training clergy in
the original language of the Old Testament and is the
basis of all reputable modern Bible translations.
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6 Old Testament Textual Research

A peculiarity of the way in which the Hebrew
language was (and, like Arabic, still is) nor-
mally written is that it is written without most
vowels. For more than a thousand years, the
consonants were written, but the vowels re-
quired for pronunciation had to be supplied
by the reader. This is true of the Qumran manu-
scripts. This “consonantal” text of the Hebrew
Bible has been regarded as fixed (not to be
changed) since the first century A.D. and the
Jewish people have ever since attached great
importance to its precise transmission. The
problem remains that the consonantal text
frequently allows for different possible pro-
nunciations and thus potentially also different
meanings. Knowledge of the correct pronuncia-
tion and meaning therefore had to be passed
down from generation to generation together
with the written text. Around A.D. 600, Jewish
scholars, the so-called Masoretes (literally
“conveyors of tradition”) finally developed a
system of vowel and stress marks that also
precisely fixed or established the pronunciation
and thus the meaning of the Hebrew Bible
text. The Masoretes at the same time under-
took textual research of the highest quality.
In addition to establishing a fixed pronuncia-
tion and meaning, they also endeavored to

secure the biblical text against mistakes in
copying and, wherever possible, to correct
existing errors. To this end, in the margin of
their manuscripts they added detailed notes
on writing (orthographic) variants, statistical
information on the frequency of particular
words, and even directions as to where they
considered a reading different from the trans-
mitted consonantal text to be necessary. This
compendium of marginal notes is referred to
as the Masorah Parva (“small Masorah”). Along
with this lesser collection of notes, the Maso-
retes also compiled lists of entire passages
from the biblical text distinguished, for ex-
ample, by a characteristic orthographic variant,
a particular sequence of words or other pecu-
liarity. These lists, collectively referred to as
the Masorah Magna (“large Masorah”), are in-
cluded at the top and the foot of the pages
of the Masoretic manuscripts. The highly me-
ticulous work of the Masoretes gave rise to
the term for the carefully copied biblical text
that they made, the “Masoretic Text.” Because
of their careful work done between the 6th
and 8th centuries, from that time onwards
there has been a largely uniformly transmitted
version of the Hebrew Bible with only minor
textual variations.

Background: »Masorah« and »masoretic text«
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Aleppo Codex, from Tiberias, c. 930. Only around two-thirds of the original

content are still extant. The biblical text with the Masoretic vowels and accents is written

in three columns. Between the columns and in the margin is the Masorah Parva,

and at the top and bottom of the page is the Masorah Magna. At the far right,

the customary course of the text is interrupted so that a particular passage

(in this case Josh 12:9-24) could be set out in accordance with the transmitted rules.

Old Testament Textual Research 7
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Rudolf Kittel (*1853 in Eningen u.A.;

† 1929 in Leipzig), Professor of

Old Testament Studies in Leipzig,

initiated the plans for a critical

edition of the Hebrew Bible in 1901.

The first edition of his Biblia Hebraica

appeared in 1906.

Paul Kahle (*1875 in Hohenstein;

† 1964 in Bonn), Professor of Oriental Studies

in Bonn and Oxford, recognized the eminent

significance of the Codex Leningradensis for

textual research and persuaded Rudolf Kittel

to use this Codex as the textual basis of the

3rd Edition of the Biblia Hebraica.

8 Old Testament Textual Research
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Old Testament Textual Research 9

Around 1901, the Old Testament scholar Rudolf Kittel
(1853–1929) from Leipzig developed a plan for a criti-
cal edition of the Hebrew Bible. Kittel’s Biblia Hebraica
(BHK)was published in 1906 in two volumes by Verlags-
buchhandlung J. C. Hinrichs in Leipzig. As its basis,
Kittel chose the Hebrew so-called “Textus receptus”,
edited by Jakob ben Chayim. This was a version of the
Masoretic Text that Daniel Bomberg had published in
Venice in 1524/1525. Through the centuries since its

first publication, it had become universally recognized
as the definitive text of the Hebrew Bible. Kittel printed
this Hebrew text with its vowel and stress marks, but
without the surrounding Masoretic commentaries and
notes (the Masorah Magna and Masorah Parva). At the
foot of the pages he included a concise critical apparatus
with textual variants from other knownMasoreticmanu-
scripts and from the ancient translations (primarily
the Greek Septuagint).

I. The Biblia Hebraica by Rudolf Kittel (BHK)

In 1921,Württembergische Bibelanstalt (WBA) acquired
the rights to Kittel’s Biblia Hebraica from the publisher
J. C. Hinrichs. In addition to a reprint of the existing
edition, a revision of this work was undertaken from
1925 onwards. The “Codex Leningradensis” from A.D.
1008 had been discovered by Paul Kahle in Leningrad,
Russia, and because it was the oldest manuscript of the
Masoretic Text preserved in its entirety, it subse-
quently served as the textual basis for this edition.
The critical apparatus was divided into two portions;
“slight variants and less important items of information”

and “real textual changes and other more significant
matter.” In this way the reader was provided with an
evaluation of the significance of that information.
Above all, however, the margins of this third edition
included the Masorah Parva from the Codex Lenin-
gradensis, although without further treatment or ex-
planation. The complete revision was published by
WBA in 1937 as the third edition of Kittel’s Biblia He-
braica (BHK3). This publication laid the foundation for
the high international esteem enjoyed by Biblia Hebraica
and prepared the ground for the later BHS.

The beginnings: The First Edition of the Biblia Hebraica by Rudolf Kittel (1906)

A milestone: The Third Edition of the Biblia Hebraica by Rudolf Kittel (1937)
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Codex Leningradensis, the oldest complete manuscript of the Hebrew Bible, from the year 1008.

The photograph shows Folio 423 with the end of the Book of Ruth and the beginning of the Song of Solomon.

The Caves of Qumran,

on the northwestern

edge of the Dead Sea.

In 1947 remains of

manuscripts were found

here that had survived

in the extremely arid

conditions for around

two thousand years.

10 Old Testament Textual Research
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Old Testament Textual Research 11

In 1947, the discovery of the Qumran scrolls opened
up a new dimension in Old Testament textual research.
For the first time Hebrew/Aramaic manuscripts some
1,000 years older than the Codex Leningradensis be-
came available as reference texts; this discovery cast
entirely new light on the history of the texts, and the
textual variants of the Qumran manuscripts could, of
course, not be omitted from the Biblia Hebraica. For
technical reasons, however, the typesetting of the BHK3
could only be modified to a limited extent. Moreover,
the Hebrew matrices used in printing the BHK3 had

been lost or destroyed in the course of World War II.
The variants from the two best-preserved Qumran texts,
for example – the Isaiah Scroll (1QIsa) and theHabakkuk
Commentary (1QpHab) – both of which were extremely
important to research, could not be simply incorporated
into the existing apparatus. As a compromise, these
Qumran variants were added starting with the 7th Edi-
tion of 1951 as a third section of the critical apparatus
in the margin of the pages and in a different typeface.
Reprints of the BHK appeared in this form up until the
mid-1970s.

The further development of the BHK
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12 Old Testament Textual Research

As the best printed edition of the Hebrew Bible, the
BHK3 was in great demand. Naturally, as a result of the
inevitablewearing of the printing plates, the print quality
of the BHK3deteriorated over the course of time. The need
for a complete resetting was already becoming evident
in the late 1950s. A revision also proved necessary for
reasons of content, especially in view of the increasing
number of text fragments from Qumran that were now
coming to light as they were published by scholars
around theworld. This task of revising BHK3was under-
taken by Karl Elliger (Tübingen) and Wilhelm Rudolph
(Münster) as managing editors in cooperation with
Hans-Peter Rüger (Tübingen) and an international team
of Old Testament experts. To distinguish the new edition
from its predecessor, its title was given the supplement
“Stuttgartensia.” In all important aspects, the Biblia
Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS) followed its predecessor
BHK3. As before, the Leningrad Codex served as the
textual basis. For the first time, the codexwas printedwith
a complete version of the Masorah, critically edited by

Gerard E.Weil. The notes of theMasorah Parva appeared
in the outer margin while the appropriately edited lists
of the Masorah Magna were published in a separate
volume, with a numerical reference system in the appa-
ratus of the BHS. Unlike in the BHK3, the textual va-
riants and suggested correctionswere oncemore grouped
together in a single apparatus, but the new critical appa-
ratus wasmore concise andmore clearly set out overall.
The technical demands of this undertaking presented a
major challenge to the WBA. For the Hebrew text, a
specially modified typesetting unit had to be acquired
and adapted, a suitable typeface produced, and type-
setters appropriately instructed. The first fascicle of the
BHS appeared in 1969 and the work was completed in
1977. By reason of its high reliability and quality, the
Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS) has met with great
acclaimworldwide and attained a large circulation. To this
day, it has remained the only complete scholarly edition
of the Codex Leningradensis, with all important text vari-
ants and suggested corrections presented as footnotes.

II. The Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS)

III. The Future of the Biblia Hebraica:
The Biblia Hebraica Quinta (BHQ) Project

Since the BHS was first published, three decades have
passed during which much has developed in the field
of Old Testament textual research. Most importantly,
the fragments of the Qumran manuscripts have now

all been published; research into the Greek Septuagint
has made considerable progress; and a new, complete
major edition of the Latin Vulgate is now available. At the
same time, different expectations are now placed on any
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Adrian Schenker O.P.

(*1939 in Zurich),

Professor of Old Testament

Studies in Fribourg (Switzerland),

currently editor of the BHS

and Head of the Editorial

Committee for the new

Biblia Hebraica Quinta.

Old Testament Textual Research 13

edition of the Hebrew Bible. Of greatest importance, any new edition of the
Hebrew Bible must provide a clear, reliable representation of all extant textual
variants, insofar as they are relevant to biblical translation and exegesis. By
doing so, the edition will place the reader in a position to make his or her own
judgment of any given textual situation. The subjective views of the editor, on
the other hand, are to recede into the background and be readily distinguishable
at all times from the presentation of actual variants. The apparatus of the
new Biblia Hebraica Ouinta (BHQ), which is currently being drawn up and
published by an interdenominational team of international experts, follows
these principles. Head of the Editorial Committee is the Swiss text researcher
Prof. Adrian Schenker. The BHQ continues in the tradition of Kittel’s Biblia
Hebraica and is designated – after the first two editions of the BHK, followed
by BHK3 and BHS – by the addendum “quinta” as its fifth, completely revised
edition. As before, the textual basis is the Codex Leningradensis, the salient
characteristics of which are now also rendered in print as precisely as possible,
including the Masorah Parva and – for the first time – the Masorah Magna.
The apparatus, devised in accordancewith the principles outlined above, contains
a wealth of new information. For the first time, the BHQ includes an accompany-
ing commentary in which the editors elucidate their text-critical judgments,
provide a translation of the Masorah Magna, and list and discuss the special
characteristics of the Masorah Parva and Masorah Magna. After a preparatory
period covering a good ten years, the first volume of the BHQ appeared in 2004;
this contains a general introduction to the fundamental principles of the BHQ
and to the processing of the five Megilloth (Ruth, the Song of Solomon, Eccle-
siastes, Lamentations, and Esther) including the commentary. Ezra-Nehemiah
followed in edited form as the second volume in 2006, Deuteronomy in 2007,
Proverbs in 2008, The Twelve in 2010, Judges in 2011, and Genesis in 2015.
The volumes published to date havemet with widespread international acclaim
and are seen as a significant advancement of Old Testament textual research.
Further volumes of the BHQ are currently in preparation.
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BHS and BHQ

The end of the Book of Ruth

and the beginning of the Song

of Solomon in the Biblia

Hebraica Stuttgartensia

(left) and the beginning of

the Song of Solomon in the

Biblia Hebraica Quinta

(right).

Bible text

Masorah Parva

Masorah Magna

Text-critical apparatus

Above the apparatus, the BHS

includes a simple reference to

the lists of the Masorah Magna;

the lists themselves are printed

in a separate volume, while

the BHQ (as with the Codex

Leningradensis itself) presents

the entire wording from

Masorah Parva and the

Masorah Magna in their

respective positions.
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16 New Testament Textual Research

New Testament textual research deals with the question
of what form the precise wording of the GreekNew Testa-
ment originally took. This question arises because all
original manuscripts of the twenty-seven books of the
New Testament – the records of the evangelists, the
epistles of Paul, etc. – have been lost. Only transcripts
from subsequent centuries have been retained (for the
most part papyrus fragments from the second century
and full manuscripts on parchment from the fourth
century). Today, some 5,700 manuscripts are extant
that contain the text of the New Testament or some
part of it. They are complemented by biblical citations
in the writings of the church fathers from the first few
centuries, although it is often difficult to determine
whether a church father intended a literal quotation of
a scripture or just an allusion. Finally, translations of the
Greek Bible into other languages – especially Syriac,
Latin, and Coptic from the 2nd and 3rd centuries – as
indirect witnesses of the Greek text are a further im-
portant source for textual research. However, the re-
construction of the wording of the Greek Vorlage (that
is, the text that lay before the translator) from its trans-
lation is often a very demanding task.

In some cases, considerable discrepancies exist be-
tween these manuscripts (differing “versions”); these
are often due to mere oversights that arose in hand

copying the texts from a master copy (or as dictated by
a reader), but in a few cases result from deliberate “im-
provements” by the scribes, by means of which they
endeavored tomake the transmitted text clearer or more
consistent. Research into the textual history of the New
Testament sets out to reconstruct with scholarly care
the original text of the scriptures and to trace the text’s
subsequent history.

Textual research proceeds largely as follows:

• The individual manuscripts are deciphered and
digital copies (transcripts) are created.

• The texts reconstructed by this means are collated
and discrepancies between them determined. Mere
orthographic differences are distinguished from
differences of relevance for textual criticism (vari-
ations).

• The variants are analyzed. On the basis of a set
of carefully designed criteria the degree of inter-
dependence between the variants is investigated
and – with a lesser or greater degree of certainty –
the original version established. One particular
criterion is especially decisive: originality is accorded
to the one version which can best explain the origin
of all other versions.

What Is New Testament Textual Research?
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Papyrus 52,

the oldest existing

fragment of a New Testament

manuscript (written c. A.D. 125).

On the front is the text of John 18:31-33,

on the back John 18:37-38.

New Testament Textual Research 17

The results of such textual research are then integrated
into scholarly editions of the Greek New Testament. The
version deemed original appears in the main body of
text (principal text), and the most important variants
are presented in a list of notes at the bottom of each page
(in the apparatus criticus, or critical apparatus). The
reader is in a position to better understand the decisions
of the editors and to form his or her own opinion. It is
thus not the task of textual research to pass judgment
concerning inspiration of the biblical text, nor on the
question as to whether the text contains deficiencies
or factual errors. Textual research is not in a position to
contribute toward resolving such theological-herme-
neutic issues.

The most widely distributed scholarly editions of the
New Testament are the Nestle-Aland Novum Testamen-
tum Graece and The Greek New Testament.
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Eberhard Nestle

*1851 in Stuttgart, died there 1913,

publisher of the first edition of the

Novum Testamentum Graece (1898).

Kurt Aland

(*1915 in Berlin; † 1994 in Münster/Westfalen),

founder of the Institute of New Testament

Text Research and co-editor of the

Novum Testamentum Graece (Nestle-Aland)

and of The Greek New Testament.

The Novum Testamentum Graecewas first published in
1898 by Württembergische Bibelanstalt (Germany).
It was edited by Eberhard Nestle and followed a simple
but nevertheless ingenious principle: Nestle compared
the three most significant editions of the Greek New
Testament from the 19th century (Tischendorf, West-
cott/Hort, and Weymouth; the last-mentioned was re-
placed by the edition of B. Weiss in 1901). Wherever
one of these versions differed from the other two,

Nestle adopted the reading given in the two identical
versions and supplied a note in the apparatus showing
the divergent reading. By this means, he grouped to-
gether the best findings of New Testament textual re-
search from the 19th century and prevented one-sided
views from becoming established. Nestle’s edition, due
to its wide distribution, ultimately displaced the “Textus
Receptus”, which among scholars had already long be-
come obsolete, in churches and schools.

I. The Nestle-Aland Novum Testamentum Greace and Its History

Its Beginnings (1st Edition, 1898)
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20 New Testament Textual Research

Textus receptus (Lat. for “[universally] received
text”) is the name given to a form of the Greek
New Testament that had been regarded as de-
finitive in scholastic and clerical circles since the
Reformation.This designation, used by the editor
Elzevier, made it clear that this text was the form
in general usage at the time (1633). Usually,
Erasmus of Rotterdam’s edition of the Greek
New Testament (1516), upon which Elzevir’s
edition was largely based, is regarded as a repre-
sentation of the Textus Receptus. The Textus
Receptus, having provided the basis of several
important biblical translations from the time of
the Reformation (e.g., Martin Luther's German
translation and the King James Bible), was widely
distributed in the church. However, since the
Textus Receptus was based on relatively late,
unreliable manuscripts of the New Testament, the
confidence placed in it by sixteenth- and seven-
teenth-century scholars has meanwhile proven
to be unfounded. Erasmus based his first edition
of the Greek New Testament on four manu-
scripts of the so-called Byzantine family of texts
that dated back only to the twel[h and thirteenth
centuries. Although this text was for the most
part transmitted from the majority of the exis-

ting manuscripts, recent research has found it
to be a late development based on a form of
the text that had already shown significant de-
partures from the original text. Thus in the 18th
century the Textus Receptus began to be called
into serious question among scholars. Johann
Albrecht Bengel, for example, designated in his
1734 edition of the Greek New Testament a list
of passages for which readings different from
those of the Textus Receptus can lay claim to
originality. The editions of Tischendorf (1869,
1872) and of Westcott-Hort (1881) succeeded
in superseding the Textus Receptus in scholarly
research, but Eberhard Nestle's Novum Testa-
mentum Graece was the first to begin supplan-
ting the Textus Receptus in clerical and liturgical
usage. Revised translations of the Bible were
subsequently produced in accord with the im-
proved textual base, such as the Revised Luther
Bible (1912, 1984) and the Revised Standard Ver-
sion (1952), a reworking of the King James Bible.
Today the Textus Receptus is the basis for rela-
tively few modern translations of the New Testa-
ment, such as the New King James Version. The
Orthodox Church also still makes use of a Bible
strongly dependent on the Textus Receptus.

Background: The »Textus receptus«
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The humanist theologian

and philosopher

Erasmus of Rotterdam

(1465–1539) published a

critical edition of the Greek New

Testament in 1516. This was

based on only four manuscripts of

the so-called Byzantine or

Majority text. This edition was

later regarded as a representation

of the Textus Receptus.
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Lobegott Friedrich Konstantin von Tischendorf

(*1815 in Lengenfeld/Vogtland; †1874 in Leipzig) was one of the most

significant textual researchers of the 19th century. He endeavored

to develop a Greek New Testament founded on manuscripts that were

more reliable than those on which the “Textus Receptus” was based.

His renown is due above all to the discovery of the Codex Sinaiticus

in St. Catherine's Monastery on the Sinai Peninsula, where in

1844 he found 129 parchment folios containing the text of a Greek

translation of the Old Testament from the 4th century. Tischendorf

was permitted to take 43 folios with him, while the remaining 86

remained in the care of the monastery. However, on a second visit

in 1853, nothing further was known of these 86 folios. Tischendorf

returned home disappointed, before undertaking a third journey in 1859.

It was only by chance, on the evening before his departure, that the

Oikonomos of the monastery drew his attention to a parchment

manuscript in his cell. This was the remainder of the missing Codex.

Moreover, not only the missing 86 folios known to Tischendorf now lay

before him, but also a large part of the Old and the complete

New Testament along with two further early Christian writings.

He had found the oldest complete manuscript of the New Testament.

The Codex Vaticanus (fig. on p.2) is regarded as of equal value to

the Codex Sinaiticus. It is another almost complete Bible manuscript

from the fourth century. Today it is kept in the Vatican Library.

New Testament Textual Research 23
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24 New Testament Textual Research

13th Edition (1927): The text of the 1st Edition was
reprinted several times in subsequent years. Under
Erwin Nestle, a son of Eberhard, this edition was for the
first time further developed with the addition of its own
apparatus criticus that cited not only other scholarly
editions (see above), but also the most important refe-
rencemanuscripts (“Manuscript xy reads: ...”). However,
Nestle did not consult the manuscripts directly, but
continued to compile his information on their readings
from other scholarly editions.

25th Edition (1963): Kurt Aland (co-editor since 1952)
was the first to verify the information in the text and
critical apparatus against the originals themselves. To-
gether with his colleagues at the Institute for New Testa-
ment Textual Research (INTF), which he established in
1959, he also extended the apparatus to include readings
frommany additional manuscripts. This new approach
reached its early culmination in 1963 with the 25th
Edition (thereafter known as “Nestle-Aland”), which
has been frequently reprinted.

26th Edition (1979): The great manuscript discoveries
of the twentieth century (especially of early papyri) ne-
cessitated a fundamental reorientation of the principal
text and a rewriting of the apparatus, and these were
both introduced in the 26th Edition. Ongoing work on

both the Novum Testamentum Graece and The Greek
New Testament (published in 1975: see below) was now
overseen by the same Editorial Committee (formed in
1955), and the principal text of the former edition was
now identical to that of the latter one. The two most
widely used scholarly editions of the Greek New Testa-
ment have thus since that time shared the same bibli-
cal text and differ only in terms of their apparatuses,
introductions, and appendices.

28th Edition (2012): In the 27th and the 28th editions
(1993/2012) themain changes have been improvements
in the textual apparatus. The readings of recently pub-
lished manuscripts have been incorporated, and the
overall structure of the apparatus has been modified
in order to make it more easily accessible. Besides, the
principal text has also been changed in the 28th edition
at several places in the “Catholic Epistles” (James to
Jude). Thereby the latest results of research into the
New Testament text have been accommodated.

The Nestle-Aland Novum Testamentum Graece, from its
first edition to the present day, has provided an out-
standingworking text suitable for study and research, as
well as for church and school use, in a compact, affordable
edition. It puts its readers in a position tomake their own
judgments inmatters of New Testament textual research.

Further developments up to the present day
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At the initiative of the American Bible Society (with
the participation of the Scottish andWürttemberg Bible
Societies, and later of the Netherlands and British
Bible Societies), a committee of experts was formed in
1955 to prepare for the publication of a new edition of
the Greek New Testament. Its members included Kurt
Aland, Matthew Black, Bruce Metzger, and Allen Wik-
gren. The new edition was to be specially oriented to-
wards the needs of biblical translators. Accordingly,
the 1st Edition of The Greek New Testament (1966) of-
fered in its apparatus only variant readings for passages
that were particularly uncertain or were highly im-

portant for the purposes of translation and exegesis.
The new edition provided translators with a clear and
convenient means, using the alphabetical letters A–D,
of grading each variant included in the Greek text as
to the editors’ certainty of its authenticity. In addition
to the text-critical apparatus, the editors included a
punctuation apparatus that laid out differences in punc-
tuation relevant to the sense of the text in the various
Greek editions and in significant modern translations.
The principal text included a number of differences
from the text provided in the Nestle-Aland up to the
25th Edition.

II. The Greek New Testament and Its History

The beginnings (from the establishment of the Editorial Committee up to the 1st Edition, 1966)
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The beginning of the

Gospel of Matthew in the

Nestle-Aland Novum

Testamentum Graece (left)

and in The Greek New

Testament (right).

Biblical text (principal text)

Text-critical apparatus

Punctuation apparatus (only

in the Greek New Testament)

Cross-references

While The Greek New Testament

in its apparatus criticus

only refers to three passages

with deviations from the

principal text, the Novum

Testamentum Graece includes

17 passages (although in

much more compact form).
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3rd Edition (1975): The Committee's intensive work
brought about a fundamental overhaul of The Greek
New Testament, and its revised principal text also be-
came the basis for the 26th Edition of the Nestle-Aland
Novum Testamentum Graece (see above). For this edition
the punctuation apparatus and the index of Old Testa-
ment allusions and quotations were also thoroughly
reworked by the Translation Department of the Ameri-
can Bible Society.

3rd Corrected Edition (1983):While the principal text
subsequently remained largely unchanged and was
modified (along with the punctuation apparatus) only
“in matters of punctuation”, the Institute for New Testa-
ment Textual Research (INTF) subjected the apparatus
criticus to a thorough revision, based on the work for
the 26th Edition of Nestle-Aland (see above), published
in 1979.

4th Edition (1993): In tandem with revisions made to
the 27th Edition of the Nestle-Aland, the apparatus criti-
cus of The Greek New Testament was upgraded once
more (while the principal text was retained in unmodi-

fied form). At the same time, the punctuation apparatus
was again reworked by an expert from the United Bible
Societies (UBS).

5th Edition (2014): As in the case of the Nestle-Aland
two years previously, in 2014 The Greek New Testament
was brought into line with the status of research that
had been reached in the meantime. The same modifi-
cations as in the Nestle-Aland were made in the princi-
pal text. Besides, the apparatus now indicates where
selected modern Bible translations (e.g., the Good News
Bible, the New International Version, the New Revised
Standard Version, and the Revised English Bible) are
based on a variant rather than on the principal text of
The Greek New Testament.

The Greek New Testament is not intended as a basis for
comprehensive text-critical work, but provides a founda-
tion for translations of the New Testament worldwide.
It presents to its users a reliable Greek text, and for
selected passages – wherever significant variants exist
in the New Testament manuscripts – elucidates the
course of its development.

Further developments up to the present day
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Together with The Greek New Testament, the Novum
Testamentum Graece has over the past few decades
attained an undisputed leading position among New
Testament scholars. Both editions are in worldwide use
today and are accepted widely throughout the church as
the basis of work on and with the Bible. They provide a
foundation for nearly all modern biblical translations.
They serve as the basis of training in New Testament
studies for clergy and teachers both at state universities
and at institutes of clerical training.

Do the two editions thus offer a new “Textus receptus“
(p. 20), a new universally accepted text that should
no longer be challenged? On the contrary, the INTF,
supported by the Union of the German Academies of
Sciences and Humanities, is currently working on an
entirely new edition of the Greek New Testament, the
Editio Critica Maior, which will document the history
of the Greek text through the first millennium on the
basis of Greek manuscripts, ancient translations, and
significant citations of the New Testament in ancient
Christian literature. This edition promises to offer in-
sight into several questions, such as how and why a

text changes in the course of history, and how a text
came to be received in the early Christian era. As the
original biblical text is being reconstructed with a newly
developed method, it has become evident that some
textual decisions have become more questionable and
that, occasionally, no definite decision can be made.

The first installment of this edition appeared in 1997.
Since then the Catholic Epistles volume (James, 1, 2
Peter, 1, 2, 3 John and Jude) has been printed and strong-
ly influenced the recently published new editions of the
Nestle-Aland (2012) and The Greek New Testament (2014).
The Acts of the Apostles and, in cooperation with the
renowned “International Greek New Testament Project”,
the Gospel of John, are currently under preparation.

The entire Editio Critica Maior is projected for com-
pletion by 2030. A new international and interconfes-
sional editorial committee for the Nestle-Aland and
The Greek New Testament will incorporate the results
of research that are reached in connection with the ECM
into new versions of both concise editions in order to
make sure they are always up to date.

III. The Outlook: New Testament Textual Research Continues
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The most important editions
of the Hebrew Old Testament
Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia
Edited by Karl Elliger und Wilhelm Rudolph
5th revised edition 1997, prepared by Adrian Schenker

Standard edition
15,8 x 23,7 cm, LXXII and 1574 pages

Hardcover, cloth
ISBN 978-3-438-05218-6

Small size edition
13,4 x 18,5 cm, Hardcover, imitation leather
ISBN 978-3-438-05219-3

Paperback edition
12,7 x 18 cm, LXXII and 1574 pages
ISBN 978-3-438-05222-3

Biblia Hebraica Quinta (BHQ)
Edited by Adrian Schenker,
in cooperation with an international team of experts
15,8 x 23,7 cm, sewn binding, paper-covered

Fascicle 1: Genesis
396 Pages, ISBN 978-3-438-05261-2

Fascicle 5: Deuteronomy
326 Pages, ISBN 978-3-438-05265-2

Fascicle 7: Judges
240 Pages, ISBN 978-3-438-05267-4

Fascicle 13: The Twelve Minor Prophets
368 Pages, ISBN 978-3-438-05273-5

Fascicle 17: Proverbs
160 Pages, ISBN 978-3-438-05277-3

Fascicle 18: General Introduction and Megilloth
368 Pages, ISBN 978-3-438-05278-0

Fascicle 20: Ezra and Nehemiah
168 Pages, ISBN 978-3-438-05280-3

The most important editions
of the Greek New Testament
Nestle-Aland Novum Testamentum Graece
Edited by Kurt und Barbara Aland, Johannes Karavidopoulos,
Carlo M. Martini und Bruce M. Metzger in cooperation with the Institute
for New Testament Textual Research, Münster (Germany)
28th revised edition 2012, 13.3 x 18.7 cm, 1008 pages
Hardcover, stitched

Standard edition, blue
ISBN 978-3-438-05140-0

Flexiso4 edition, black
ISBN 978-3-438-05155-4

Large print edition
15,8 x 23,7 cm, ISBN 978-3-438-05158-5

With Greek-English Dictionary
1232 pages, ISBN 978-3-438-5160-8

Greek-English New Testament
Greek text: Nestle-Aland. English texts:
New Revised Standard Version and Revised English Bible
1728 pages, ISBN 978-3-438-05162-2

Novum Testamentum Graece et Latine
Greek text: Nestle-Aland. Latin text: Nova Vulgata
1728 pages, ISBN 978-3-438-05163-9

The Greek New Testament
Edited by Kurt and Barbara Aland, Johannes Karavidopoulos,
Carlo M. Martini, and Bruce M. Metzger in cooperation with the Institute
for New Testament Textual Research, Münster (Germany)
5th revised edition 2014, 12,7 x 18,7 cm
Hardcover, stitched

Standard edition, red
994 Pages, ISBN 978-3-438-05116-5

With Greek-English Dictionary, red
1228 Pages, ISBN 978-3-438-05117-2

With Greek-English Dictionary, Flexiso4 edition, black
1228 Pages, ISBN 978-3-438-05118-9

With Spanish Introduction and Greek-Spanish Dictionary, red
1204 Pages, ISBN 978-3-438-05146-2
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The German Bible Society (GBS) is a religious foundation

under public law. Its statutes define the “translation, pro-

duc-tion, and distribution of the Bible” as well as the “pub-

lishing of scholarly editions of the original biblical texts” as

its goals. In addition to the Lutherbibel, which GBS publishes

on behalf of the Evangelical Church in Germany, GBS is also

the publisher of several other modern German Bible trans-

lations such as the Gute Nachricht Bibel (comparable to the

American Good News Bible), the innovative Basisbibel, and

the Neue Genfer Übersetzung. GBS publishes also Children's

Bibles, Bible so[ware and materials to help people under-

stand the Bible. Many titles are published digitally as well

as in print form.

Internationally, GBS is focused on publishing scholarly editions

like the BibliaHebraica (BHK, BHS, and now BHQ), the Novum

Testamentum Graece (Nestle-Aland), and The Greek New Testa-

ment, which are recognized as scientific standard editions

around the globe. Another area of focus is academic re-

search in the field of the original biblical texts. In collaboration

with international teams of leading biblical scholars and

scholarly institutes, such as the Institute for New Testament

Textual Research in Münster, and the Institut Dominique

Barthélemy pour l’Histoire du Texte et de l’Exégèse de l’Ancien

Testament at the University of Fribourg, GBS works on im-

proving the extant original text editions of the Old and New

Testament and strives to develop new and better editions.

GBS constantly tries to improve the worldwide distribution of

these editions by cooperating with other national Bible So-

cieties within the United Bible Societies, and with commercial

partners. It provides national Bible Societies in developing

countries with free scholarly copies in order to support stu-

dents who otherwise could not afford to buy the editions.
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